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Abstract

Lexical restrictions on grammatical relations have been well-studied for familiar valency-reducing 
constructions like antipassives (e.g. Polinsky 2013, Vigus 2018, Say forthcoming). In this paper we 
extend this typology through an investigation of lexical restrictions in two lesser known 
alternations: (i) valence-increasing associated motion constructions, and (ii) a related derivation 
that demotes the goal of associated motion verbs. 

Associated motion is observed where a verb expressing a core event can be morphologically 
modified to express a motion co-event that takes place before, after or simultaneously with the 
core event (Koch 1984, Guillaume 2016, Belkadi 2016). Cross-linguistically, the goal of the motion 
often has no overt expression (i.e. the motion is usually towards/away from the speaker or an 
addressee), and rarely has argument properties. When it does affect valency, this is usually 
sporadic and highly restricted (e.g. Payne, in press). 

In a handful of languages associated motion is a more robust valence-increasing operation. This is 
illustrated by the contrast between (1) and (2) from the Lou dialect of Nuer. In (1) the verb 
expresses a regular transitive event, while in (2) the same event takes place whilst the agent 
simultaneously moves towards a goal of motion, expressed by an obligatory noun in the locative 
case. The verb forms in (1) and (2) differ in length, vowel quality and tone. Some verbs in Lou Nuer 
have a further alternation. Consider (3-5). In (5), the verb has a distinct form from that observed in 
(3) and (4), and the obligatory goal of motion is expressed obliquely in a prepositional phrase.
Morphophonological patterns suggest that examples like (5) are derived from associated motion 
forms, rather than from directly from transitives. We call this construction the ‘associated motion 
oblique’. Lexical variation across different transitive verbs gives rise to different alternation 
patterns. Some verbs have no associated motion forms, others have just one of the two types in 
(4) and (5). Some verbs have both types. Whether the goal was ever reached is not discernible
from its encoding. 

In this paper, we explore the distribution of these patterns by investigating the lexical constraints 
on associated motion constructions in Nuer. We argue that participation in these alternations is 
primarily determined by the agentivity/portability of its arguments and the compositional telicity 
of the core event. 

(i) The primary figure of motion (A) must be an agent e.g. experiencers of psych verbs, and
subjects of affected-agent verbs (Næss 2007) involving ingestion and acquisition of knowledge are 
not sufficiently agentive to permit an associated motion reading. 

(ii) The theme must be portable or animate, e.g. the objects of affected-patient verbs, and non-
portable inanimates are insufficiently agentive to be co-figures of movement. 

High transitivity verbs in which there is a change of state are more likely to permit the full range of 
alternations, allowing NP and PP expression of the goal of motion. Other verbs have more 
restrictive behaviour, allowing only the associated motion or the associated motion oblique. Two 
important distributional facts are apparent: 

(i) events with incremental themes do not permit oblique goals (e.g. remove vegetable skin).

(ii) reciprocal events (e.g. meet) and iterative events (e.g. click tongue at, suckle udder) – namely
those that are in some sense inherently pluractional allow only an oblique expression of the goal. 

This distribution suggests that the alternations in the coding of goal arguments observed in Nuer 
associated motion constructions reflect the quantification/telicity of the core event. 
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(1) kʌ̤́ʌ̤ʌ̤ cɛ̀ ŋɔ̤̀ɔ̤m-d-ɛ̀  páat  
hunter.SG PFV.3SG knife.SG-POSS.SG-3SG   sharpen.TR.NF 
‘The hunter sharpened his knife.’ 

(2) kʌ̤́ʌ̤ʌ̤ cɛ̀ ŋɔ̤̀ɔ̤m-d-ɛ̀  pà̤a̤a̤t káak-ʌ̤̀ 
hunter.SG PFV.3SG knife.SG-POSS.SG-3SG sharpen.TR.AM.NF   farm.SG-LOC 
‘The hunter sharpened his knife whilst going to the farm.’ 

(3) cʌ̤́       tı̪ ̤íi̤ɰ̤       lɛṕ 
PFV.1SG door.SG open.TR.NF 
‘I was opening the door.’ 

(4) cʌ̤́     tı̪ ̤íi̤ɰ̤       lɛ̀ap         rɛ̄j  
PFV.1SG door.SG open.TR.AM.NF  inside(LOC) 
‘I was opening the door whilst going inside.’ 

(5) cʌ̤́     tı̪ ̤íi̤ɰ̤     lɛ̀p  kʌ̤́ rɛ̄j  
PFV.1SG door.SG open.TR.AM.OBL.NF  PREP  inside(LOC) 
‘I was opening the door whilst going inside.’ 
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Consequently, we argue that lexical restrictions on the coding of goal arguments is not about the 
goal or motion itself, but rather how the internal structure of the event is perceived within the 
time frame of the motion event. 


